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1. For the flower, die-cut petals from desired 
cardstock color six to eight times. For the bud, 
die-cut petals once. Die-cut leaves, stem and calyx 
(Flower base) one time each from green cardstock. 
Shape, pinch and bend the petals to add dimension. 

2. Stir the calyx into a slight cup. Add large petals 
with a small amount of glue, starting from the 
outside and moving toward the center, offsetting 
each petal.

3. To create the bud, shape the petal, then hold the 
petal by the rounded edge with tweezers and roll 
toward the straight edge. Apply a small amount of 
glue along the inside of the straight edge and seal. 
Bend the outside edge as desired.

4. Add a small bit of glue to the bottom of the center 
bud and adhere it to the center of the calyx. Continue 
by adding the smaller petals around the bud, then 
filling out the blossom with medium and large petals.

5. Stem, vein, pinch and bend each leaf. Tuck under 
Flower and adhere.

6. For a budding Rose, fold the tab of the long calyx, 
add a small amount of glue to the tab, roll up and 
seal. Bend the “arms” of the calyx outward from the 
center
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7. To create the bud, shape, roll and bend the “bud” 
petal, as described in step 3.

8. Add four small petals around counter-clockwise 
from the bud, adding a small amount of glue to hold 
each petal. Add additional medium and large petals 
as desired. Dip the end of the completed bud into glue 
and place it inside the long calyx.

9. Stem, vein, pinch and bend the tri-leaf. Tuck under 
Flower and adhere.
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